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A J ourney with T heodorakis

M a u t h a u se n
Gail Holst-Warhaft

Twenty years ago, in May 1975,1 was sitting in a football stadium in Pyrgos, a
town in the southwest comer of the Peloponnese that few tourists bother to visit. It
was already 8 p.m., the time when the concert was supposed to begin, and I was
frantically trying to replace the broken string of my spinet with a bouzouki string.
Thousands of Greeks filled the stadium, and there were scuffles with the police
who were trying to keep the crowd from spilling out of the stands and onto the
field. The bouzouki string held, but the instrument, which had been unloaded from
a truck an hour before, was hopelessly out of tune. By now the noise in the stadi
um was deafening. I did what I could to the tuning and picked up a pile of vocal
scores I had been given on the bus that morning. I knew some of the songs by heart,
but the others I would have to play from these scores. With any luck, the bouzouki
players would drown me out and I wouldn’t be heard.
The temperature in the stadium, which had been comfortably warm when we set
up, was steadily dropping. At 9 p.m., Mikis Theodorakis walked out onto the field.
The crowd went mad. The police cordon broke as hundreds of young men and
women raced across the grounds to touch him. At that moment he was probably the
most popular man in Greece.
This was the first tour of the Greek countryside that the composer and left-wing
political figure had made since the fall of the military dictatorship the year before.
As a composer, Theodorakis had transformed Greek popular music during the ‘60s
into a powerful cultural and political symbol. But there were other reasons for his
popularity. He had fought in the resistance and had been tortured and imprisoned
several times in the island concentration camps during the late ‘40s and early ‘50s.
Previously, he had left Greece for Paris on a scholarship to the Conservatoire where
he studied composition with Oliver Messiaen and conducting with Eugene Bigot.
But despite the success of his ballet score Antigone, commissioned by Covent
Jack Sherman

see Theodorakis, page 3
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The Irish-American writer Michael
Stephens once said that reading Thomas
Bernhard was like reading “Wittgenstein
without getting a migraine.” Let’s be honest:
This is not the sort of endorsement that’s
going to send throngs of readers rushing to the
bookstores to buy the latest Bernhard novel.
But Stephens’ comment is typical of the sort
of responses provoked by Bernhard’s work.
Critical discussions of his novels and plays
almost always involve comparisons to Kafka,
Beckett, Dostoyevsky, and any number of
other dark and difficult European writers. I
prefer to think of Bernhard as a shot of
shnapps — foul on the first taste but bracing
and addictive.
Once you develop a habit for his potent
brew of philosophy and spleen, you can find
yourself finishing one of his books and look
ing around for your next fix, longing for a
salty diatribe against the pleasures of rural
life, a venomous attack on the medical profes
sion, or a verbal skewering of his “brainless”
Austrian countrymen (all favorite topics for
Bernhard’s bile). Suddenly, you discover that
he has you by the lapels, and no matter which
way you turn, you can’t escape his manic
voice. Its whirling, repetitive rhythms assert
themselves on you. Bernhard’s books become
a pure reading experience, a total immersion
in an endless, purgative sentence. If you are
already at this point, you will want to go out to
the bookstore and buy a copy of Bernhard’s
final novel. Extinction, which has just been
translated into English. You will quickly find
yourself succumbing to your addiction.
If you are unfamiliar with his work and
wary of books with such cheerless titles as
Extinction, then you would do well to stay
clear of Bernhard. A list of his published work
turns up Concrete, Histrionics, Frost, The
Ignoramus and the Madman, and, latterly,
The Loser. As you might surmise from this
roll call and from the comparisons to Kafka
and company, Bernhard was no rosy-eyed
celebrant of life’s happier moments. His pro
tagonists are almost always misanthropic, dis
ease-ridden, half-mad members of Austria’s
cultural elite who rail against the same set of
subjects: mortality, hypocrisy, provincialism,
dilettantism, and sentimentality. Bernhard’s
narrators are waging war against their native
land and what they see as that country’s great
failings: its Nazi past; its dominance by the
Catholic Church, and the amnesiac presiden
cy of Kurt Waldheim. These screeds are
delivered belligerently, in great streams of
text without indentation, dialogue or chapter
breaks. The structure of Bernhard’s novels is
musical, not narrative. They advance by riffs,
not paragraphs; themes recur and harmonize,
progressing in counterpoint rather than dri
ving toward a denouement. These novels arc
not for skimming, not for dipping into; they
are to be read and ingested. Here is a sample
from Extinction-.
The Austrians don’t have the slightest taste....
W h e re v e r you look, tastelessness reigns
supreme. And a total lack of interest in every
thing — as though the stomach were all-impor
tant and the mind quite superfluous ... such a
wonderful age-old culture, and such a barbarous
absence of culture today. The lowest of the low
are n ow on top. T h e basest, m ost revolting
people are in power, busily destroying every
thing that means anything. Fanatical destroyers
are at w ork, ru th le ss e xp lo ite rs w h o have
donned the mantle of socialism. The go ve rn 
ment operates a m onstrous dem olition plant
that functions nonstop, destroying everything I
hold dear. .. Everything beautiful is trampled
under foot. All in the name of socialism, with
the m ost appalling hypocrisy one can imagine.
The obliterators are at w ork — the killers....
Sitting on their fat arses in thousands and hun
dreds of thousands of offices in every corner of

Austrian Spleen
the state, they think of nothing but obliterating
and killing...

For Bernhard, the line between life and art
was almost invisible. Like his characters, he
suffered from numerous illnesses, most
notably, pleurisy and tuberculosis. At the age
of eighteen he was given a year to live and
confined to the terminal ward of a hospital in
Salzburg. But he survived and managed to
keep death at bay for another three decades,
during which time he produced a large body
of work, much of which has been translated
into English. Bernhard was famously cranky,
and, though he won all of Austria’s major lit
erary awards, he felt no compunction about
saying, “to award someone a prize is no dif
ferent from pissing on him.” His most contro
versial work was his final play, Heldenplatz,
which was named after the venue of a 1938
speech given by Hitler to the newly annexed
Austrian nation. The play contains passages
such as the following: “[Austria is] a nation
of 6.5 million idiots living in a country that is
rotting away, falling apart, run by political
parties in an unholy alliance with the Catholic
Church.” Kurt Waldheim called Heldenplatz
“a vulgar insult to the Austrian people,” a
remark Bernhard probably relished. There
were protests and threats against the author’s
life, and Bernhard’s death of heart failure
shortly thereafter only fueled this controver
sy: in his will he left instmetions that none of
his novels or plays could be printed or per
formed in Austria for as long as copyright
allowed. In an irony worthy of one of his nov
els, there was an immediate run on his work
in Austria’s bookshops.
Extinction, as you might have guessed
from the passage cited above, marks a signif
icant shift in neither subject nor tone for
Bernhard. The novel is narrated by FranzJoseph Murau, an expatriate Austrian who is
recalled from his home in Rome to attend the
funeral of his mother, father, and brother, vic
tims of a road accident. The novel is written
in two parts. The first part, called “The
Telegram," deals with Murau’s reaction to
the news of his parents’ and brother’s deaths.
The second part, called “The Will,” deals
with his arrival at the family estate of Wolfsegg, the funeral, and his response to his mas
sive inheritance. Wolfsegg, in its beauty and
its smirched history, comes to symbolize
Austria itself. Murau’s father was a member
of the Nazi party and harbored war criminals
on the estate after Hitler’s defeat. Murau’s
mother was involved in a decades-long affair
with an archbishop who turns up on the eve of
the funeral and delivers a magnificent and
mendacious ode to the dead. In this way,
Bernhard is able to bring his most hated
objects together under one roof: Austria’s rul
ing class, its Nazi past, and the Catholic
Church. The resulting spleen-driven book is
an exemplary model of that most difficult of
forms, the rant.
In the hands of a less talented writer, the
rant can become boring and irritating very

quickly. Bernhard manages to keep his book
interesting, partly through the use of humor.
Murau frequently sets off on tangents that
serve as much-needed comic relief. For exam
ple, in the middle of thinking about his moth
er’s affair with the archbishop, he explodes
into an attack on Goethe:
Goethe...the philosophical thumbsucker of the

flipside of an argument. To paraphrase
Fitzgerald, he is able to hold two opposing
ideas in his mind at the same time and still
function. Bernhard cuts down his enemies and
then promptly allies himself with them. He
complains about hypocrisy and immediately
points out his own hypocritical behavior. He
never elevates himself for very long above
those people he criticizes:

Germans, w ho ladled their spiritual jam into
household canning jars, to be consumed at any

W h e n I take W o lfse g g and my family apart,

time and fo r any purpose... G o e th e ... the

when I dissect, annihilate, and extinguish them, I

philosophical pied piper, the German for all sea

am actually taking myself apart, dissecting, anni

son s...T h e G erm ans take their G o e th e like

hilating and extinguishing myself. I have to admit

medicine, believing in its efficacy, its health-giv

that this idea of self-dissection and self-extinc

ing properties. Goethe was nothing m ore than

tion appeals to me... I'll spend my life dissecting

G e rm a n y’s fo re m o st intellectual quack...

and extinguishing myself...and if I’m not mistak

Beware of Goethe. He gives everyone indiges

en I’ll succeed in this self-dissection and self

tion, except the G erm ans. T h e y believe in

extinction.

Goethe and revere him as one of the wonders
of the world. Yet all this time this w onder of the
w o rld is a philosophical tru ck farmer....
G o e th e ’s w o rk as a w hole is a philosophical
farm truck...to compare his plays with Shake
speare's is like comparing a stunted dachshund
from the Frankfurt suburbs with a tall Pyrenean
mountain dog... Goethe is the gravedigger of
the German mind...

And so on. It’s worth noting that earlier in
the book, Murau praised Goethe’s Elective
Affinities. This kind of reversal is common in
Bernhard’s work and is in fact his other sav
ing grace. Bernhard is always able to see the
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This is the human core that makes Bernhard such a powerful writer. It is also the
irony that underlies his career. He was happy
to expose himself. He loathed Austria; but he
was Austrian. He thought Austria was provin
cial; but he lived and died there. Despite all
his rhetoric, he was hiding nothing. This kind
of honesty is rare in fiction, an art form based
on dissembling, and it is for this quality,
above all others, that Bernhard deserves to be
lauded.
Jon Michaud is a freelance writer living in
Ithaca.
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continued from page 1
Garden, he had felt com pelled by the
political upheavals taking place in
Greece to return and join in the struggle
of the Greek Left. W orking with the
leading poets of Greece: Seferis, Ritsos,
Elytis, Gatsos, and, using elements of
popular bouzouki songs, of Greek
Orthodox Church music, and of contem
porary classical composition, Theodor
akis wrote a series of song cycles that
may be the finest “popular” music ever
written. In the seven years between his
return from Paris and the coup d ’etat
that marked the beginning of the dicta
torship, he wrote dozens of such popular
songs, com posed theatre m usic, film
scores (including his m ost famous
score, for “Zorba the Greek”), oratorios
and cantatas. In addition, he formed and
conducted the first chamber orchestra in
G reece and becam e a deputy in the
Greek Parliament. When the Socialist
deputy Grigoris Lambrakis (played by
Yves Montand in the Costa Gavras film
“Z ”) was m urdered, T heodorakis
form ed the Lam brakis Youth M ove
ment. By then, his songs were so close
ly identified with the struggle of the
Left in Greece that they were banned
from the radio, and his concerts were
frequently broken up by hoodlum s,
while the police looked on.
The thirteenth proclam ation of the
m ilitary junta that ruled Greece from
1967-74 was a total ban on the music of
Theodorakis. Violators were to be pros
ecuted under the “State of Siege” laws.
Six-month jail sentences were handed
out for playing one of the com poser’s
songs in a private house. The composer
went underground and escaped arrest
for a few m onths but was eventually
imprisoned. Because of his celebrity, he
was transferred to a remote village in
the mountains of Arcadia and, in 1970,
he was finally released after the French
governm ent intervened. In Greece he
had become the symbol of resistance to
the dictatorship. Som etim es, coura
geous students would board an Athens
bus and softly begin singing one of his
songs. If the driver was sympathetic, he
would close the doors of the bus and
cruise slowly through traffic, in a curi
ously Greek gesture of protest against
the regime.
Theodorakis spent the years after his
release touring the world, presenting his
music to international audiences. His
concerts in London, Paris, New York,
M elbourne, Stockholm , and Buenos
Aires were the main focus of opposition
to the junta. Six-foot-four, with a wild
mass of curly hair, the composer was a
riveting figure. Arms outstretched, he
conducted his m usic with head flung
back and eyes half-closed, swaying like
a drunken bear. Greeks in the audience,
many of them in exile from their coun
try, wept and sang with him. The power
ful voice of Maria Farandouri, Theodor
akis’ leading singer, the sound of
bouzoukis, and the political fervor of
the audience all contributed to the
effect, but the focus was always on the
man nicknamed “The Tall One.”
I first met Theodorakis on his Aus
tralian tour in 1971. He told me then
that one day I would play in his orches
tra. The prospect of that seemed as fan
tastic as the events of his own life. And
yet here I was. The dictatorship had fall
en, and most of G reece was still in a
state of euphoria. W hen we m et at a
concert, Theodorakis asked me if I had a
harpsichord. I did not. “Get one and
you’re in,” he told me. Somehow I man
aged to find one.
The Pyrgos concert was a baptism by
fire for me. Theodorakis invited all
those who could not get seats in the sta
dium to come and sit on the ground.
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H undreds poured in. As the concert
began, I tried using my scores, only to
find that they had all been transposed
two or three keys too low. My spinet
kept going out of tune, but in the deafen
ing noise of over-amplified bouzoukis
and drums I couldn’t hear to tune it any
way. After the concert, thousands of fans
surged forward, tripping over electrical
cables and knocking down speakers as
they tried to touch Theodorakis. The
musicians clutched their instruments to
their chests, warning me to do the same.
I wondered what I was doing here — the
only woman in the band, a foreigner, a
novice roadie playing with a man whose
countrymen seemed to regard him as a
cross between Che Guevara and John
Lennon.
For the rem ainder of the tw o-week
tour, we traveled around the Pelopon-

program on Greek m usic for Greek
radio. I was about to set off for China
with another Greek band in a cultural
exchange with the Beijing Opera. I sat
there thinking about my life in Greek
music and how perfect it was to be play
ing Theodorakis by the light of a July
moon to an audience of 15,000 Greeks.
It was the last time I would play with
him.
The Greek band that went to China
continued on to the United States, and I
kept stopping off in Ithaca between con
certs until I had to accept the fact that it
was the place that ends all fabulous
journeys. That was fourteen years ago.
When I saw Theodorakis on trips back
to Greece, we alw ays talked of his
music and of Greek politics. He had
returned to composing classical music
and had written several symphonies and

(reprinted from Mauthausen: The History of a Death Camp)
Steps leading to the quarry at Mauthausen
nese by bus, giving concerts mostly in
football stadium s and occasionally in
cinemas. I tried to mark my scores, to
learn the chords of songs I ’d never
heard, to become a competent roadie, but
we were always late arriving, tuning was
impossible in the stadiums, and I doubt
if I added much to the perform ances
beyond a certain exoticism as the “Afstraleza" in the band.
Several years later, when I had played
in other bands and become a reasonably
useful Greek m usician, I played with
Theodorakis again in the ancient Epidaurus Theatre. It was the first time live
music had been used at a theatrical per
formance there since the festival began,
and small platforms were built for the six
performers on either side of the stage.
This time we had both rehearsals and
proper scores, and I had learned to tune a
harpsichord in the open air in mid-per
formance, despite whatever racket was
going on around me. The moon shone
down on the marble am phitheater; the
score Theodorakis had com posed for
A ristophanes’ Knights was brilliant. I
was working on a book on Theodorakis,
and we had talked of my doing a regular

oratorios. In 1990, he com pleted his
first opera, “Medea,” which received its
premiere in Bilbao, and he was working
on a new opera, “Electra.” Last May, he
invited me to come to Luxembourg to
attend the prem iere of “E lectra” fol
lowed by the German prem iere of
“Medea” in Meiningen. And as though
two new operas were not enough,
Theodorakis’ “Mauthausen” song-cycle
would be presented at the fiftieth
anniversary of the liberation of the con
centration camp. I had translated the
novel/memoir of Mauthausen by Iakovos
Kambanellis on which the song cycle is
based, and I felt I had a special reason to
go and hear those songs in a place that I
had visited so often in nightmares while
working on the translation. And so,
twenty years after the concert in Pyrgos,
I found myself again traveling on a bus
with Greek m usicians and friends of
Theodorakis on the way from M einin
gen to Mauthausen.
We are traveling along the Danube
past fields of rape seed and picturesque
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villages to the Austrian city of Linz. The
conversation is about Greek politics,
why one fought on the Left, the other on
the Right in the Civil War. Strange, how
men who fought each other to the death
when they were young can talk so freely
together now. “At least we had our
ideals,” says Argyris, an architect who
fought for the Left. Costas, Theodor
akis’ cardiologist, who fought for the
other side, counters that the Commu
nists had killed his 24-year-old brother
as a warning to his village. W hatever
they think of T heodorakis’ long and
complex political life, the passengers on
this bus are united, not only in their
adm iration for his music, but in their
affection for the man. They have, after
all, been his friends for fifty years.
Tomorrow’s concert of Theodorakis’
music will be a very different occasion
from the premieres we have attended. It
will take place in the central square of
the former concentration camp of Mau
thausen, a name that has become associ
ated in the minds of many Greeks with
three major artists: Theodorakis, Maria
Farandouri, and the playwright Iakovos
Kambanellis. Like so many survivors of
the Holocaust who eventually wrote of
their experience in the cam ps, Kam
banellis waited for a long time before
publishing his memoir. In 1963, when
his book M authausen was released in
Athens, it was an immediate success,
not because of the horrors it described,
but because, however much based on
the author’s own experience, it was a
m ature work of art, a “novel” with a
romantic plot as the foreground and a
nightmare as the background.
As the book was about to be pub
lished, K am banellis sent four poems
based on Mauthausen to Theodorakis,
who set them to m usic. The young
singer he was working with at the time
was M aria Farandouri, a girl with a
voice of unusual emotional maturity and
richness, the sort of voice that would
carry the heart-stopping beauty of the
“Asma Asmaton,” the “Song of Songs,”
across borders of language and culture,
making it as popular in Israel, Germany,
Y ugoslavia, and Turkey as it is in
Greece. Farandouri and Theodorakis
have already presented the songs in
countless perform ances all over the
world, including an earlier concert in
the grounds of the concentration camp.
This time, though, the occasion is the
anniversary of the liberation of the
camp by Am erican forces, on May 5,
1945. Apart from the official speeches
and the laying of wreaths by delegations
from each participating country, it will
be the only event on the program.
Theodorakis is following in a minibus
just behind us with three or four other
friends, one of whom is a sunburned,
slim man in an elegantly tailored tweed
jacket whom I take to be in his sixties.
We stop for lunch at a roadside cafe,
and I find myself sitting next to the dap
per man. He tells me his name is Yorgos
Platsidakis and that, as Theodorakis’
form er tailor, he made the black suits
that became the composer’s trademark
on his international tours. Now Platsi
dakis owns a large hotel in Hania, but he
is proud of having been a tailor, a trade
that probably saved him from death in
the concentration camp.
I look at him in amazement, with the
disbelief that alw ays fills me when I
meet anyone who has managed to make
a new life after the horror of the camps.
“You are a survivor of Mauthausen?”
“Yes, I was in one of the annexes of
the M authausen cam p, at M elk. We
didn’t have crematoria there — right at
the end a gas cham ber was built, but
they never used it.”
see Mauthausen, page 4
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At The Bookery
The Bookery continues its 1995 lecture
series in the lecture space in Bookery II

Sunday,; October 15, 4 p.m.
Meredith Small,
author of Female Choices: Sexual
Behavior o f Female Primates, will
read from her latest book, What's
Love Got To Do With It. Citing
dozens of scientific studies, Small
presents an array of new theories on
male and female sexuality. Meredith
Small is an Associate Professor of
Anthropology at Cornell University.

Sunday, October 22, 4 p.m.
Ruth Stone
will read from her latest volume of poems, Simplicity. A professor of
English at SUNY Binghamton, Ms. Stone has been called America's
Akhmatova.

Sunday, October 29, 4 p.m.
Victor Mansfield,
Professor of Physics and Astronomy
at Colgate University, will read from
his new book, Synchronicity, S c i
ence, and Soul-Making. Dr. Mans
field engages both mind and heart
as he explores the psychological,
spiritual, and philosophical implica
tions of C. G. Jung's most misunder
stood concept.

The Bookery
DeW itt Building,
215 North Cayuga St., Ithaca
For more information call (607) 273-5055

continued from page 3

“Why were you transported?”
“I was a partisan in the resistance.
They arrested me in Hania in 1942. Eight
hundred of us EAM [the Communist-led
resistance to the German occupation]
fighters were sent to the camps and only
one hundred and eighty survived. Those
of us, like Kambanellis and myself, who
had special skills were lucky. Kambanel
lis had trained in an art school and
worked as a draftsman. I worked as a tai
lor. That’s why we survived.”
P latsidakis’ tall, handsome son sits
down next to him and listens without
expression to a story he must have heard
a thousand times:
W e G reeks tended to make friends
with the Spanish prisoners. W e felt we
had something in common, and we just
tried to survive. The Russians were dif
ferent. There were a lot of Russian pris
oners — they w ere very defiant and
kept trying to escape, so more of them
got killed. In the beginning, when we
w ere being moved by train from one
camp to another in Austria, I remember
a group of Russian prisoners all sat
to gether on one side of the carriage
where the bars were, and they started
to sing. The guards liked the music and
so they let them go on singing, but the
prisoners at the back of the group were
busy sawing through the bars — using
th e music to cover the noise. W hen
they finished, they jumped off the train
— maybe twenty or thirty of them got
away. And you should have seen the
beating we got because of it!
Mr. P latsidakis’ schnitzel sits
untouched on his plate as he talks and I
apologize for my questions... “No, he
says,
I feel I have a duty to speak about these
things. And I’ll tell you something else.
One of the saddest moments for us was
when we got back to G reece. The
Greek government didn’t want anything
to do with us because we had been in
EAM. First, they didn’t do anything to
help us com e back, and when we
arrived we w ere greeted by soldiers
pointing rifles at us. W e thought we
were going straight back to prison, but
a woman, actually a right-wing member
of the government, said it was a shame
to be treating us as if we w ere crimi
nals, when we had fought against the
Germans and suffered, so much in the
camps... So they let us go, but I’ll never
forget th at hom ecom ing, and how
betrayed we all felt.
• • •
All of the hotels in the city of Linz
have been booked for months, and we
stay in a small village in the hills about
ten miles away. Each town and village in
this area is stamped forever in my mind
with scenes from K am banellis’ novel.
We cross the Danube, brown and swollen
with spring rain, and I remember that, on
a boat like the ones I can see drifting with
the current, a group of women prisoners
was given a lesson by their S.S. guards.
“Can any of you swim?” an officer asked
the women. When some raised their
hands, he chose two of the healthiestlooking and tied their right arms securely
together. Then the women were pushed
into the river. They were strong young
women, and the struggle lasted nearly
half an hour before they sank below the
water for the last time. The Germ ans
slowed the boat and circled around them
so that the other prisoners could watch
what might happen to them if they tried
to escape.
We check into our hotel just before
sunset, and I walk to the edge of the vil
lage to catch the day’s last sunlight. It is
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a landscape from a ch ild ’s fairy tale.
Dark pine forests on the hills. Valleys
full of blossom ing fruit trees and neat
farm houses. In the distance, I notice
what looks like a child’s playground with
monkey-bars and hurdles. As I get closer,
I see it is a Doberman training center. A
man with a thick pad on his arm is teach
ing one of the dogs to attack.
A sign reads “Sonnenberg 7 kilome
ters.” A chill goes through me. The name
is engraved in my memory together with
others: M elk, M arbach, St. Georgen,
Wartberg ... names I remember from the
pages of Kam banellis’ memoir. On the
night of February 2, 1945, just weeks
before the end of the war, some 500 pris
oners from M authausen, most of them
Russians, escaped in the largest mass
break-out of the war. But the inhabitants
of the surrounding villages, armed with
rifles, knives, lengths of wood, whatever
they had, joined the local militia and the
S.S. guards with their dogs in the hunt for
the escapees. They called it the “Hasenja g d ,” the “rabbit shoot.” Only nine of
the five hundred escapees of the camp are
known to have survived. The others were
shot, beaten or savaged to death by the
dogs.
I turn and walk a little faster, back to
the hotel. The next day will be a hard one
for us all.
At 10 a.m. the bus is caught in the
bumper-to-bumper traffic heading for the
camp. We crawl on while hundreds of
young people walk beside us on the road.
Then we are waved into an enormous
parking lot. G reat stone walls rise up
around us, and a stone staircase, now
thick with people carrying flags and
wreaths of flowers, leads to the top of the
pit. Suddenly I realize they are climbing
what Kambanellis called the “staircase of
laments,” that we are parked at the bot
tom of the stone quarry, the place where
a G reek fruit-seller named Andonis
became a hero.
Andonis came to Mauthausen in April
1944 and was immediately put into soli
tary confinem ent. It took the other
Greeks a few days to find out there was a
new Greek in the punishment section of
camp. From the beginning he had style.
When the Greeks approached the barbed
wire that separated the prisoners in the
punishm ent area from the others, he
began to sing. He was able to tell them
who he was and how he got there by
adjusting his tale to the tune of a popular
song, “Maritsa, I’ll be at Kastella.” Hav
ing spent sixteen months in Dachau, he
could even ask for a cigarette butt, using
the song as a code.
Andonis was sent to work in the stone
quarry. The survival rate am ong the
prisoners who quarried stone and car
ried the 50-kilo blocks up the 186 stairs
to the top was between three weeks and
two months. Most of the workers were
Jews and Russian prisoners of war. One
day a Jew stumbled on the staircase, and
Andonis helped him to lift his stone. A
guard saw the incident and ordered the
Jew to run the rest of the way up. He
managed a few stairs and fell. The sol
dier shot him before he could recover.
Andonis looked straight at the guard and
lifted the stone of the dead Jew as well
as his own. When he came back down to
collect his next stone, the guard
searched until he found one twice the
size of any of the others. “That’s yours!”
he told Andonis. Andonis looked around
until he found an even larger stone.
“This is mine,” he said. And for the rest
of the day he continued to lift and carry
the heaviest stones he could find. Some
how he got away with it, and survived
his term in the quarry. His gesture of
defiance thrilled the camp for months.
In an hour’s time we will be listening to
his story booming over the loudspeaker
system of Mauthausen:
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There Andonis listens,
hears a voice, a voice:
"Oh comrade, comrade
help me to climb the stairs!"

interest in the day’s ceremonies.
At the top of the stairs are the memori
als and near them the flags. A handful of
people has gathered around the Greek
flag, most of them relatives of survivors.
Kambanellis is not among them, but I
talk to the only survivor I can find,
Yerasimos Garnelis. Like Platsidakis, he
was a prisoner at one of the outer camps
of the Mauthausen complex, where, he
said, there were almost 500 partisans.
On April 6, 1945, the guards announced
that the prisoners were free to go, and as
they began pouring out of the gate, the
S.S. opened fire on them. “More than
400 Greeks were killed that day, just
when we thought we were free.” Mr.
Garnelis is finding it difficult to talk to

But there, on the wide staircase,
the staircase of tears,
such help is a swearword,
such compassion a curse.
The Jew falls on the step,
and the stairs turn red.
"And you my fine fellow come here,
carry a stone twice as big."
"I'll take a double, triple —
they call me Andonis,
and if you're a man, come here
to the marble threshing floor."
We make our way slowly up the stairs.
The presence of granite in the M au
thausen region was what led Heinrich
Him mler to establish one of the most
notorious of his concentration camps
here. The proximity of the Danube, as
well as a railway line, solved any prob
lems of transporting the granite blocks.
Unlimited supplies of stone were central
to H itler’s plans for beautifying his
home city of Linz with grandiose build
ings, including a crypt where he planned
to be buried. The stone quarry was
alw ays at the sinister heart of M au
thausen.
Granite is a hard rock. It takes explo
sives to loosen the slabs. Under the best
of circumstances, it is dangerous work.
Here, the work was done by m alnour
ished, terrified prisoners, who, if they
did not die from exhaustion or injuries
connected with their work, were shot Or
pushed from the staircase to their deaths.
Hundreds of Dutch Jews were hurled
from the “parachutists’ wall” to the bot
tom of the pit. Carts carried the day’s
dead to crematoria to be burned, while
those too weak to work anymore were
taken to the gas chambers. I try to imag
ine carrying fifty kilos of stone up these
stairs.
How many of the older people in the
crowd are survivors? Did any of them
bend under the impossible weight again
and again for eight or ten hours, in rain,
snow and sun, with guards beating
them whenever they slowed down? Did
they watch as fellow prisoners were
taught to “fly” from the cliff 300 feet
above? An elderly man bends to pick
up a small pebble from the stairs and
put it in his pocket, but most of the peo
ple in the crowd are young. There are
youth groups from H olland, Italy,
Poland, Germany. I hear Greek voices
and find a group of girls from Graz,
children of Greek workers who settled
there. They have come for Theodorakis’ music, and seem to have no other

Spaniards, Italians, Greeks. Then the
speeches begin. They are mostly in Ger
man. The Austrian Chancellor, the Min
ister of the Interior, Simon Wiesenthal.
The one exception is Richard Seibel,
the Am erican colonel who was in
charge of the liberation of the camp on
May 5, 1945. He describes how he
received a radio message: “W e’ve come
on something that should be investigat
ed.” I try to imagine the moment, a little
before noon on May 5th, when an
Am erican tank of the 11th A rm ored
D ivision of General P atton’s Third
Army broke down the gate of M au
thausen. And to the amazement of the
American soldiers, among the human
skeletons that howled and pushed and

tions are as they listen to Austrians mak
ing political capital out of the occasion.
People are beginning to tire of the
speeches, and they drift away from the
square. At last the speeches end, and
Theodorakis stands up. He collects his
musicians with a familiar gesture of his
outstretched arms. As Maria Farandouri
begins to sing the beautiful melody of the
“Song of Songs,” the crowd breaks out
into the first unanimous display of emo
tion, drowning out the beginning of the
song with their cheers. Few of them
understand the words, but the music and
the passion of the voice are what have
been missing from this day’s events:
How lovely is my love
in her everyday dress
with a little comb in her hair.
No one knew how lovely she was.
Girls of Auschwitz
girls of Dachau
have you seen the one I love?
We saw her on the long journey.
She wasn't wearing her everyday dress
or the little comb in her hair.
How lovely is my love
caressed by her mother,
kissed by her brother.
No one knew how lovely she was...
Girls ofBelsen
girls of Mauthausen
have you seen the one I love?
We saw her in the frozen square
with a number on her white arm
and a yellow star over her heart.

Mikls Theodorakis and the author
me, and again I feel embarrassed to be
stamped on each other to reach the tank,
kissing the charred metal, flags began
asking questions. “D on’t w orry,” he
says, “I’m proud to have done som e
to appear. Scraps of material stolen and
thing to try to put an end to fascism.”
sewn together, hidden under mattresses
and behind walls, in preparation for this
The ceremony is about to begin and
day — Czech, Polish, British and Greek
the delegations are lining up to march
flags. From January 1 to May 4, 1945,
into the central square. How many hor
m ore than 28,000 deaths had been
rors have taken place inside these
gates! It is odd to see the flags rippling
recorded. Of the 68,798 prisoners
counted the day before the liberation,
in the light breeze and people chatting
many of whom would die of malnutri
to each other as if they were on their
way to a festival. Strange to catch
tion and illness before they could be
glimpses of wooden bunks in the huts
repatriated, 658 were Greeks, of whom
486 were “political” prisoners, and 169
that border the central square, to see a
chimney that can only have belonged to
were Jews. The vast m ajority of
G reece’s Jew ish population died at
the crematorium, to watch the camera
another cam p, A uschw itz. In three
men setting up, the platform full of
music stands and amplifiers. Impossi
months of 1945 alone, 45,649 Greek
Jews were sent from Thessaloniki to
ble, in the bright sunshine, to recapture
Auschwitz. By the end of the war, 86
the terror of the roll calls, the public
executions, the handcarts with bodies
percent of Greece’s once distinguished
and unique Greek Jewish community
spilling off them, wheeled across this
was destroyed.
plot of land where the paths were sur
The stream of German is beginning to
faced with the ashes of the dead and the
be offensive in this place — I wonder
air smelled of cooked flesh.
For nearly an hour, the delegations
why none of the survivors of M au
thausen is speaking and what their emo
file past — Russians, Czechs, Poles,
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Roger Gilbert

Ruth Stone's Simplicity is the kind of book
one might expect from a great poet just hit
ting her stride, joyfully testing the full range
of her powers for the first time. Its 116 pages
embrace a dazzling array of genres, styles,
forms, while the poems themselves touch
every conceivable tone of feeling from grief
to fury, ribaldry to tenderness. All this
expansive energy may be misleading, how
ever: Ruth Stone turns 80 this year.
Only a very few poets have written at their
peak this late in their careers. Yeats is the
preeminent example in English; Hardy,
Stevens, and perhaps Williams could be
named as well. Yet as powerful as it is, their
late poetry reflects a contracting of sensibili
ty, a detachment from worldly concerns that
might seem inevitable in old age. What is
most remarkable about the poems in Simplic
ity is their boisterous and passionate engage
ment with the world in all its tangles of
nature and culture, fact and fiction, eros and
violence.
Before I discuss these extraordinary
poems in detail, I must address the riddle of
Stone’s relative obscurity. “Relative” is an
important qualifier, for Stone has in fact long
enjoyed a devoted following that includes
some of our best-known poets and critics.
John Ashbery, Donald Hall, Richard Wilbur,
Leslie Fiedler, Sharon Olds, and Lucile
Clifton have praised her work, and later this
year a book of essays entitled The House Is
Made of Poetry: The Art of Ruth Stone will
be published. Yet, she can hardly be called a
"poet’s poet," if that term implies a writer
best appreciated by insiders; Stone is one of
the most accessible poets alive, and her
poems provide a kind of immediate pleasure,
both on the page and in her incomparable
readings, that one seldom finds in contempo
rary poetry. Perhaps she isn’t better known
because she has resolutely kept her distance
from the various Po Biz circuits that manu
facture reputations today. Although she’s
taught creative writing at several universi
ties, she’s never been fully connected to the
MFA network, nor has she associated herself
with any recognized school or movement.
Her first three books were brought out by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, but for the past
twenty years she’s chosen to publish with
small presses like Yellow Moon and Paris
Press. In short, Stone possesses little knack
for self-promotion and has therefore spent
most of her poetic life engaged in that least
lucrative of tasks, writing poems.
Another reason Stone remains compara
tively unknown is that her career has not fol
lowed the usual chronological pattern. A
perennial late starter, she published her first
book at age 44. In this respect she follows a
tradition that includes Whitman and Stevens,
who both published lirst books in their late
30s (although she can't match Amy
Clampitt, whose first book appeared when
she was in her 60s). Having missed her
chance to be hailed as a rising young poet,
Stone contented herself with a steady,
though intermittent, output of volumes, each
of which garnered quiet praise: hi an Irides
cent Time (1959), Topography (1970),
Cheap (1975), Second-Hand Coat (1987),
Who Is the Widow's Muse? (1991), and now
Simplicity, along with assorted chapbooks.
Consistent with Stone’s penchant for late
ness, was her appointment at age 75 to her
first tenured position, in SUNY Bingham
ton’s English Department.
The freshness and vitality of her recent
work may owe something to her disregard
lor established timetables; one of the few
surviving members of a troubled poetic gen
eration that included Lowell, Bishop, Berry
man. Jarrell and Olson, Stone at 80 is any
thing hut burned out. On the contrary, she

still gives the impression of someone starting
from scratch, discovering the resources of
poetry with amazed delight.
But it would do Stone a disservice to harp
too peevishly on the relative public neglect
of her work, frustrating though it is to her
admirers. As Willis Barnstone eloquently
puts it: “Let’s not worry why at eighty she
isn’t immediately known as our living Eliot,
Stevens, or Bishop. Rather let us atone by
reading, hearing, and absorbing the irides
cence of her poems in Simplicity.” As I’ve
suggested, those poems are striking above all
for their virtuoso range of subject, tone and
technique. Nothing lies outside Stone’s field

posts to tell us when to laugh and when to
cry.
Laughter is assuredly a basic ingredient in
this book, as it has been in all of Stone’s
poetry. Some of the poems in Simplicity first
appeared in a chapbook entitled Nursery
Rhymes from Mother Stone — a nom de
plume the poet reserves for her lightest verse,
poetic doodles and bagatelles that provide a
kind of leavening for her weightier efforts.
Typically quite short and loaded with puns,
these “Mother Stone” poems are not labeled
or segregated, but crop up unexpectedly
among the more somber pieces. “Lullaby”
conveys the general flavor of these poems:
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in-law, not because age has made their faces
similar, but because she adopts the older
woman’s attitude of curdled disgust toward
what time has served up. A lovely poem
called ‘The Cord” offers a less antagonistic
account of body/mind relations:
Here is the body
like aforlorn child,
sitting on a park bench,
it scarcely knows where you are.
Who can blame it for dreaming up
impossible places to scratch?
Sometimes when it has you alone in bed
it waits for that concentration
of meaningless pleasure,
the sad imprisoned feet
that work so hard
rubbing their soles in the sheets,
while the body pulls you in
on the long drift cord
from the edge of the universe.
"Here," it says, "touch me here."
The poem makes us laugh in recognizing
the chasm between the mind’s vague drifting
and the flesh’s utterly specific demands; but
there’s a strange pathos, too, in its portrayal
of the body as a “forlorn child,” forever try
ing to get the attention of a distracted grown
up.
Stone’s wit extends to her handling of
poetic form, though here, too, play remains in
uneasy equilibrium with urgency. An exam
ple is a tour-de-force entitled “A Very
Stretched Sennett”:

Ruth Stone
of vision; she writes with equal passion of
politics and sex, science and art, trees and
trailers, while her voice glides with the fluid
ity of Sarah Vaughan from the darkest to the
brightest of timbres and back, sometimes in
the course of a few words. This capacity for
swift modulation can occasionally be disori
enting, especially since Stone seems to
eschew any clear organizing pattern for the
collection. Unlike some of her previous
books, Simplicity is not divided into sections
or groups of poems. Instead, poems with
similar themes and qualities are scattered
throughout, as though to mimic the random
variegations of experience.
This is clearest in her tendency to juxta
pose deeply serious poems and playful
folderols. Thus “Coffee and Sweet Rolls,”
one of the books many elegies for Stone’s
husband (who died when she was 43), ends
with a movingly erotic reminiscence (“you
standing thin and naked,/the sly flush of your
rising cock pointed toward heaven,/as you
pull down the dark window shade”) and is
immediately followed by a much daffier
poem called “The Solution,” in which the
poet hears her “friend the Supermarket”
exhorting her to “Have an electric clock and
a big cucumber./Very cheap./You can set
yourself to go off with the alarm.” Sex as lost
love and as mechanized consumption: the
transition is daring, in part because it risks
destroying the tender nostalgia summoned
by the first poem. Yet Stone is willing to sac
rifice the autonomy of her poetic moods for
the sake of that larger sense of exhilarating
breadth her book both celebrates and embod
ies. Blurring accepted boundaries between
earnest and playful speech, high emotion and
low comedy, Stone keeps reminding us that
the world is all of a piece; there are no sign

Ingrid Anxesen

New Wave babies
kiss their computers.
Good night Orno and Porno.
They put on their Hug-Me-Tites.
Pucker and poo.
Program the buttons.
Karoom! Kaboom!
E=mc^
So long. Toodle-oo.
Techspeak meets baby talk. For all its
patent silliness, the poem’s crib’s-eye view
of apocalypse links it to some of the more
ambitious pieces in Simplicity, which take
a colder look at earth’s imminent destruc
tion. Even in her most frivolous moods,
Mother Stone keeps the shadow of disaster
in sight.
Another set of poems wryly broods over
the mind/body problem as exacerbated by
age. Less downright goofy than the Mother
Stone rhymes, these nonetheless display a
certain rueful wit, as in “Metamorphosis”:
One day you wake up and you have a neto
face.
What's this? you say
in the harsh kosher manner
of your mother-in-law in a high-class restau
rant.
Although your hair is Titian red
and not blue rinse like hers,
she always sent whatever it was back —
No matter how many times you look in the
mirror
you can't make it go away [...I
The poem rings an ingenious variation on
the old cliche that women turn into their
mothers; this speaker becomes her mother-

Some things like thefat policeman and the
black prostitute
aren't fit for sonnets. But theform for today
isfourteen lines iambic pentameter. Won't
compute.
Maybe by cheating a little I can get away
with passing this off. Think of a Mack Sen
nett
comedy in black and white, say Oliver Hardy
is the cop. He's dragging the would-be tenant
of the bus station, a skinny black party
girl. She's screaming, dress up to her crotch.
His arms
I
are holding her. It's very sexual.
They go the length of the station. Her charms
Are obvious. He loves it. He's got her flesh.
We all
want to applaud. Finally he throws her out
the door. We yawn.
Now he’s centerfront, rubbing his hands,
smiling. Then she's back inside and
he's chasing her again and so on.
Stone’s point of departure in this poem is
the odd homology of “sonnet” and “Sennett,”
two genres seemingly far apart in tone and
substance yet possessed of a similar classi
cism of form. Just as all sonnets obey the
same prosodic pattern, so do all Mack Sen
nett comedies follow the same rough outline,
complete with obligatory chase scene. What
makes Stone’s pairing of these two forms
more than a mere exercise in incongruity is
her application of them to a scene whose raw
brutality filters through the double lens. The
poem’s opening lines suggest that the police
man and prostitute serve as a factual germ, or
donnee, that resists the conventionalized
rhetoric of the sonnet; Mack Sennett thus
supplies a counter-form, permitting Stone to
approach her subject through a different set
of conventions. It’s in the interstices between
these clashing conventions that we glimpse
the cycle of sadism and despair driving the
narrative. As its title implies, the poem enacts
a “stretching” of received form to accommo
date social reality — most spectacularly in
the closing line, with its Ogden Nashian elon
gation.
Stone performs a similar trick in “As I
Remember,” which uses the intricate villanelle form to recount the story of a Ku Klux
Klan leader’s secretary found dead in his
hotel room, then departs from the form
entirely in the last three lines, as if to show its
inadequacy to wholly contain the sordid
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facts. In these poems, violence is processed
by formal convention, so that we feel the ten
sion between fact and representation as a
kind of muffling which paradoxically height
ens the tragic theme. One of Stone’s constant
preoccupations is with the way our culture
packages and obscures the reality of suffer
ing; her task as poet is to push beyond the
neutralizing mask, exposing the irreducible
truth it hides. Her poem “The News” is a
masterpiece in this mode:
What have you to say to that
contorted gunned-down pile of rags
in a road; possibly nameless
event to the one who throws it
on a cart and pushes it away?
The discarded New York Times
is wrapped around your garbage,
a now wet, on-lhe-scene still
from someone's news camera,
stained with scrapsfrom your kitchen.
And whose illusion that woman running
with a child? Already struck,
the machine gun crossing the line
of her body yet she does not fall
although she is already dead —
her history written backward —
There is no time to weep
for her. This was once the snot of semen,
the dim blue globe of the egg
moving through thefallopian tube.
That single body casting itself into thefuture.
Most poets would try to bring us closer to
the woman in the news photo by imagining
her agony as bullets shatter her body; a few
might try to picture her as a child, before vio
lence found her. Only Stone, I think, could
have conceived this way of making the
woman real, avoiding both the sensational
and the sentimental by tracing her history all
the way back to its originary moment in the
womb. Poems like this reveal Stone as a
political poet in the deepest sense, concerned
not merely with local conflicts but with what
might be called the epistemology of compas
sion — that imaginative power to know and
acknowledge the other upon which all politi
cal engagement depends.
The challenge of otherness in all its forms
lies at the heart of Stone’s poetry. Many of
her poems chart a process of inference that
starts from some immediate scrap of evi
dence and moves toward the reconstruction
of a life. A poem titled simply “Other”
begins: “Why am I not that brown-skinned
man / who passes my train window?,” then
goes on to fill in, with great tact and delicacy,
a few purely conjectural details: “his own
familiar legs, like mine, / not firm as they
once were, / sometimes cramping at night.”
Stone is fully aware of the risks this kind of
inferential imagining carries, above all the
risk of presuming to know the other too well;
a few lines later, she reminds herself “I will
never know who put their arms / around him,
if they do, / or who hands him his junk mail /
in a men’s only hotel.” In this, as in other
poems, she strikes a tenuous balance between
imagining and refusing to imagine. Note, for
example, that while she won’t speculate
about the man’s lover, she does place him
with quiet confidence in a men’s only hotel.
Stone understands that too scrupulously
respecting the other’s mystery can be as dan
gerous as aggressively classifying him; we
must be willing to imagine other lives if
we’re to make them matter to us.
Like “Other,” many of Stone’s poems are
set on trains and buses (or in train and bus
stations). In the most literal sense, this
propensity can be traced to her chronic dis
trust of air travel; but it also facilitates the
special relation to strangers that so much of
her poetry explores. Not only do trains and
buses bring her in contact with a different
socio-economic class of people than planes
would, they make possible a different kind of
encounter, less briskly purposeful, more lin

gering and contemplative. Poems like “Nuns
at Lunch on the Bus,” “Ritual,” “Good Friday
on the Bus,” “The Real Southwest by Grey
hound,” and “Columbus, Ohio” record vari
ously funny and painful incidents in which
other people’s inner lives fleetingly appear to
the poet’s voyeuristic gaze. Sometimes
Stone’s interest in the minute particulars of
these other lives leads her in the direction of
dramatic monologue, as in the hilarious
“Sleeping Beauty IV,” which faithfully tran
scribes the rambling speech of a teenage girl
exasperated with her recently divorced
mom’s tribulations. At other times she offers
a more generic portrait of some marginal
populace, as in “Living Space,” a haunting
evocation of trailer parks and their denizens.
But Stone’s appetite for otherness is not
confined to the human realm. A number of
her poems fall into the category of
dinggedichte, or thing poems — poems that
meditate on inanimate objects, trying, in
Wordsworth’s phrase, to “see into the life of
things.” Sometimes that life is mediated by
death: “The System” broods over the slow
transfiguration of a dead mole, while “As
Miracles Go” discovers a similar alchemy in
a more domestic setting:
While I was gone
the invisible alchemist
who lives in my house when Tm away
was still trying to make gold
out of nail clippings,
baking soda and llama fuzz.
What afool!
This time l returned to a carafe offive
gelatinous purple-skinned mice,
drozvned and bloated in the leftover coffee,
the plastic lid snapped down on the carafe.
Theyfloat in a circle as if they are
chasing each other nose to tail.
How long they have looked with insane hope,
their pink eyes staring out of this glass way
at the wavering kitchen;
the pale spread pads of theirfeet
suppliant as the hands of novitiates.
As sheer description this poem is, I think,
spectacularly successful; “gelatinous,” for
example, is a surprising but creepily evocative
word that gives the mice a tactile immediacy.
What makes the poem so affecting, though, is
the sudden shift of perspective that carries us
inside the coffee pot, peering out with the
drowning mice at “the wavering kitchen.” In
other poems, Stone explores what academics
like to call the “subject position” of trees, birds,
hardware, spermatozoa, and even subatomic
particles, as if to show that her powers of iden
tification have no limit.
Stone’s enormous capacity for giving voice
to the invisible, the absent, and the inanimate
may ultimately stem from the central place of
bereavement in her poetry. As I’ve mentioned,
her husband died in 1958, and her poems have
been returning to this loss ever since. When
Stone addresses a “you” in her work, it’s usual
ly her husband; many of the most poignant
poems in Simplicity are elegies that take the
form of conversations. A poem called ‘Talking
to the Dead” explicitly meditates on this ghost
ly dialogue:
My talk to you, a continuous invention,
like a sailor's tatting;
the casual thread between fingers
becoming medallions.
Far back in the sailor's nebula of neurons,
the delicate spread of lace.
Hooking this word to this word,
my talk with you is a slip-stitch,
a French-knot;
embroidery over the plain cloth
of waking and sleeping.
Upstairs in the back room,
my unfinished applique quilt,
folded away year after year,
with the same last stitch
and the same motionless needle.

My talk with you is not like the red-wing
or nuthatch,
not so practical now.
More like the snowmelt that cannot be
stopped.
Cold and liquid,
its crystals shattered,
its pendulous breasts and testicles
rotting together;
the sweat of the snow
without muscle or will,
the plaything of gravity
says what I say to you:
the babble of nothing to nothing.

as if we lay inside one another
as in a Klein bottle,
the stamp of extermination on ourforeheads.

Stone’s work of the last thirty-five years
affords perhaps the fullest and most moving
anatomy of widowhood to be found in our lit
erature, and culminates in her recent booklength sequence Who Is the Widow's Muse?
“Talking to the Dead” offers another of her
many insights into the condition of survival. Its
brilliant series of metaphors shifts from delib
erate acts like tatting and embroidery to a pure
ly involuntary process, the melting of snow, as
though to empty the widow’s talk of all mean
ing and intention. But even as she strips this
speech of its communicative power, reducing it
to “the babble of nothing to nothing,” Stone
refuses to abandon it altogether; the poem
itself, after all, is an instance of its own subject,
as the use of the second person makes clear.
She will go on talking to the dead, while con
ceding that such talk may be no more than a
reflex of grieving.
One phrase in this poem calls for special
attention, since it points to a persistent feature
of Stone’s work: “the sailor’s nebula of neu
rons,” at once euphonious in its sound pattern
ing and visionary in its conjunction of vast and
microscopic realms, reveals her deep fascina
tion with science in all its branches. Like A. R.
Ammons and Alice Fulton, Stone sees no
schism between the languages of science and
poetry. At times playful in her deployment of
scientific concepts, at other times deadly seri
ous, she writes many poems on such themes,
including “The Sad Voice of the Hubble,” spo
ken in the person of the orbiting telescope, and
“Love and Money,” which traces a photon’s
chemical progress up the molecular chain from
sugar to starch to chlorophyll, ending “I’m
going to the top. / I’m going to make that green
stuff.” “Things I Say to Myself While Hanging
Laundry” starts from the poet’s observation of
ants marching across a clotheslines, then veers
into a wild reverie that mixes entomology with
Einsteinian physics. But even poems not cen
trally concerned with science find ways to
smuggle its concepts into their field of vision.
An especially fine example occurs in “Leaving
New York with Harry,” another poem
addressed to her dead husband, which closes
with this vivid reminiscence of their lovemak
ing:

Closely related to the Mobius strip, a
Klein bottle is a vessel made up of a single
continuous surface, with no clear division
between inside and outside. An inspired
trope for sexual passion, it transforms the
more ghoulish image of stitched openings
into an emblem of seamless coextension.
But while Stone’s work draws on science
with great authority, her first commitment is
necessarily to art, and several of her poems
meditate profoundly on the status of aesthet
ic objects like paintings and sculpture. Of
these the most ambitious is called “Medium
for Stasis.” An extraordinarily rich and
nuanced study of a shabby apartment, its
Russian emigr6 inhabitants, and the various
graphic media with which they might be ren
dered, it makes a worthy addition to the dis
tinguished line of ecphrastic poetry that runs
from Keats’ “Ode on a Grecian Urn” through
Bishop’s “Large Bad Picture” and Ashbery’s
“Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror.” Like
those poems, “Medium for Stasis” shifts its
attention unpredictably between surface and
depth, the represented scene and the means
of representation. Thus Stone’s patient
analysis of the complex dynamics among
Igor, an artist; Yasha, a chessplayer; and
Igor’s unnamed girlfriend is interspersed
with passing comments on artistic methods
(“Watercolor would do as a medium, / even a
fauve technique, a quick catch”). The poem
ends with an aphoristic pronouncement that
illuminates both the imagined painting and
the situation of its subjects: “A work of art /
is a possible stasis where nothing is happen
ing. / Where the energy of what has hap
pened / stops at the moment of what will
happen.” If the poem defines an aesthetic,
it’s one that insists on the reciprocity of art
and life, the futility of trying to separ; te
medium from model.
Scattered among the narratives, elegies,
travel poems, nursery rhymes, and mono
logues of Simplicity are a handful of poems
that directly partake of the condition named
by the title. Spare in form, quiet in diction,
these poems display Stone’s art at its most
essential. Among them are the book’s title
poem, “Simplicity,” a limpid account of
fetching creek water in winter (something
Stone has been doing for years at her rural
Vermont home). Even more beautiful is a
poem called “To My Dead Red-Haired
Mother,” which has the condensed, lapidary
power achieved only by the highest art:
I loved a red-haired girl.
Freud knew it was a wicked thing to do.
This is how all poems begin.
Sometime after the age of two
I beat the Adam in me black and blue.

as if we had been stitched together
by a surgeon at all our openings —

5 ive

see Simplicities, page 9
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Jon Michaud

The Unconsoled is Kazuo Ishiguro’s
fourth novel. Its predecessors — A Pale
View of the Hills, An Artist of the Float
ing World, and The Remains of the Day
— were all slim, elegant novels, exercis
es in control by an author who seemed
incapable of writing a clumsy sentence or
creating an unsympathetic character.
These first three novels told the stories of
men and women looking back over their
lives and assessing their triumphs and
shortcom ings, often with more than a
pinch of self-deceit. In all of these books,
the chief protagonists never quite come
to terms with their failings. They live,
firmly, in denial. One of Ishiguro’s spe
cial talents has been his ability to give his
narrators (each of his novels is written in
the first person) a wonderful lack of selfawareness, to have them say one thing
while simultaneously letting the reader
know that the opposite is in fact true.
When, for example, Stevens, the butler
who narrates The Remains o f the Day,
says to Miss Kenton, “I cannot recall
what it is you might be referring to,” we
know that he has in fact been thinking of
nothing else.
Read in order, Ishiguro’s first three
novels evidence his increasing command
of this subtle, ironic style, and one might
assume that he would have gone on writ
ing novels of this sort, refining his art and
drawing a faithful readership who would
come to know what to expect when they
opened his latest offering — as Anita
Brookner’s audience knows what to
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EVERYONE

expect when they open one of her books.
The Unconsoled, however, signals an
ambitious refusal to do that. It is a brave
attempt at re-invention, and although it is
a failure, it is one worthy of discussion.
From the moment you set eyes on the
book, you know that you’re in for some
thing new. It’s a massive volume, nearly
five-hundred-fifty-pages long and, next
to Ishiguro’s first three slender books, it
has the imposing appearance of a post
modern epic like Gravity’s Rainbow or
JR. This impression is mitigated some
what by the opening paragraphs in which
the narrator, Ryder, a concert pianist,
arrives at an un-named European city to
give a performance. The diction and tone
are reminiscent of The Remains o f the
Day. timeless English prose, entirely
without inflection or idiom. There is even
a friendly porter named Gustav, reminis
cent of the butler Stevens, who talks
about portering in the very fashion
Stevens used to discuss butlering. But
events quickly outstrip this comfortable
similarity, and the reader finds himself in
a world with much of the same crazy sus
pension of logic that informs our night
mares. Small events set off chain reac
tions that play out through the length of
the book. The laws of time and space are
broken: an event that seems to take only
minutes, lasts hours; a door in a country
house leads to a room in R yder’s city
hotel, and so on.
Ryder, who arrives with a tight sched
ule and a determ ination to diligently
attend all the events on his itinerary,
quickly finds himself snared in a compli
cated mesh of personal and professional
relationships. His ordered schedule crum
bles to chaos amid an endless series of
surprises. He has, it turns out, a wife and
a child who are resident in the city, as
well as a number of former acquaintances
— schoolboy friends and former col
leagues. There are also endless unfore
seen demands from citizens who want his
assistance with matters private and pub
lic. Ryder is at various times enlisted to
mend relations between a father and
daughter, bolster the self-esteem of an old
classmate, and rehabilitate the alcoholic
conductor of the city’s orchestra. This
leads him into a number of absurd situa
tions, from a black-tie dinner that he
attends in his dressing gown, to a funeral
where a fight breaks out.
What’s most remarkable about all this
is that Ryder appears utterly baffled by it
— as if he were masquerading as some
one else. He appears powerless to extri
cate himself from this massive web and
return to the simple path of his itinerary.
Every time he rids himself of one hin
drance, two more appear. Further, every
body in the city seems to know much
more about Ryder’s situation than he does
himself. They keep referring to past
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events of which Ryder has only the
vaguest recollections. But rather than
adm itting his ignorance, Ryder plays
along, like an actor improvising a scene.
The setting and atm osphere of The
Unconsoled bring to mind Kafka’s The
Trial, and there are some interesting
comparisons to be made between the two
books. Like Ryder, Joseph K is surround
ed by friends and strangers who appear to
know more about his “case” than he does.
In K’s situation, the source of the secrecy
is the enveloping machinery of the state.
In Ryder’s, no such source is ever identi
fied. We are instead left to puzzle out
Ryder’s dream-like relations to the city
and its residents, why everyone knows
him but he knows no one. At one point, it
occurred to me that Ryder might be
recovering from a severe bout of amne
sia, but there is not enough evidence in
the book to support this. Another possi
bility is that the townspeople have con
spired to create a trap for Ryder, to keep
him there as a kind of cultural prize with
which they hope to rebuild their civic
self-esteem. But this seems too meagre a
premise for a book of this size.
Perhaps there is a hidden allegorical
meaning to all the shenanigans in this
novel, some specific reference for every
character, every speech — as in Gulliv
er’s Travels — but I couldn’t discern it.
Finally, I stopped looking for explana
tions and decided simply to enjoy the
ride, and this is perhaps the best way to
read the book, as a latter-day Through the
Looking Glass. But even this settled-for
reading is less than satisfactory. Gulliv
er's Travels and Through the Looking
Glass have a consistency to their fantasy
that is absent here. Ishiguro’s conven
tion-breaking tactics seem incongruent
with the naturalism he employs the rest of
the time. For example, at times, a thirdperson narrative voice takes over the sto
rytelling and follows characters into
places where Ryder cannot go. Yet there
is no convincing reason why this conven
tion, among many others, is broken. The
events described in these third-person
passages add little to the total effect of
the book. The technique comes across as
something done more for show than for
effect.
In light of the control Ishiguro exhibit
ed in his first three outings, this book
seems positively slipshod, more like a
first novel than a fourth. Near the end of
the book, Ryder says, “I could not avoid
the niggling feeling that for all the limita
tions on my time, for all the enormous
pressures im pinging on me, I should
somehow...have been better informed.”
If you make it through to the end of this
novel, you will surely be saying the same
thing yourself.
Jon Michaud is a writer living in Ithaca.
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Simplicities
continued, from page 7
Infant, wicked infant!
I threw my love outside
and grew into a bride.
You and I reflected in our bones
the sea and sky,
we dressed ourselves asflesh,
we learned to lie.
Dearly beloved,
forgive me that mean and meager self,
that now would mingle
but must first die.

Everything works here, right down to the
irregular rhyming, which is never obtrusive but
subtly shapes the poem from beginning to end.
Like most poets of her generation — and
unlike the so-called New Formalists — Stone
was weaned on rhyme and knows how to use it
discreetly, sometimes almost invisibly, so that
it melts into the larger effects of the poem. The
inclusion of “red-haired” in the title and first
line is an especially fine touch, both in its par
ticularization of what might otherwise seem
too abstractly universal, and because it allows
Stone to avoid the word “mother” in the poem
itself, letting us infer that the “red-haired girl”
of the first line is the mother of the title — an
elision that in turn enhances the mood of label
less intimacy the poem so movingly evokes.
As much as this lyric clearly owes to psycho
analytic theories of individuation and sexuali
ty, it moves beyond them in the last two stan
zas, which return to the ancient motif of mater
nal death with a clarity and directness one
might not expect to find in a poem of the ‘90s.
But Stone is able to sound this classical
cadence largely thanks to the revisionary pres
sures, both psychoanalytic and feminist, that
she brings to bear on a timeless theme. The
poem differs enough from its canonical prede
cessors to establish itself as a genuinely new
utterance, yet doesn’t shy away from the kind
of universalizing language we associate with
In an interview with Ingrid Arnesen, Ruth Stone remarks:

My poem, “The News,” is based
on a photograph of a woman being
gunned down, running across the
street with a child in her arms.
And she’s shown in the moment of
being struck, before she even
falls. She’s frozen right there. But
the constant flow of such images
in the news media, over and over
again, negates the horror by
dulling our sensitivity. We
become hardened by the daily
availability of death, so that we
wrap our garbage in it, and throw
it out.
•••
Nature makes all kinds of little

older poets like Yeats and Dickinson. Its suc
cess owes much, of course, to more specific
effects as well; note, for example, how Stone
rejects the option of an easy syntactic and
rhythmic parallel in the last two lines (“That
now would mingle / but first must die”) in
favor of a more emphatic dissymmetry that
grimly hammers the poem shut (“but must
first die”).
This poem and a few others in Simplicity
are. I’m tempted to say, genuinely great
works. In saying this, however, I don’t want
to imply that they should be detached from
the collection or weighed against its other
poems. Ruth Stone is the kind of poet who
seems able to write her best poems because
she writes all of her poems; her work
depends on a continuum between the most
individually memorable poems and what
may seem more casual effects. In discussing
this book, I’ve tried to touch on its major
themes and genres, but even a fairly long
review can’t do full justice to such scope and
variety. The book’s title may seem to belie
this restless range and diversity, but, given
Stone’s interest in science, it is perhaps justi
fied to interpret “simplicity” in the specifical
ly chemical sense: “Having or composed of
one thing or part only; not combined or com
pound.” All things, present and absent, real
and imagined, partake of a single substance
in Stone’s metaphysics, and this applies
equally to her own poems. But simplicity
doesn’t mean sameness, for within this sub
stance are contained all the variegations of
emotion and matter, time and space, form
and spirit. In a wryly self-mocking poem
called “Rotten Sample,” Stone describes her
life as a wandering peddler of oetry: “I travel
like a salesman with my samples. / A little of
this and a little of that, / A ghostly otherthan....” Stone’s poems offer samples, no
two alike, of the simplicity we all inhabit.

Extinction
Thomas Bernhard
From the late Thomas Bernhard,
arguably Austria's most influential
novelist of the postwar period, and
one of the great artists in all twenti
eth-century literature in the German
language, his magnum opus.
A literary event of the first magni
tude.

“Not every raving maniac is a genius. Many are called but few are cho
sen. It's a pretty exclusive club, but Bernhard made i t ... Like Swift, Bernhard writes like a sacred m onster... He is a remarkable literary per
former: a man who goes to extremes in ways that vivify our sense of
human possibilities, however destructive.”

— Richard Locke, Wall Street Journal
“To date America has been sadly immune to the charm and challenge of
Bernhard’s work and the American public has deprived itself of the deep
and serious pleasure of reading one of the great writers of this century.”

— Thomas McGonigle, New York Newsday

$24 cloth, 326 pages

Alfred A. Knopf

Roger Gilbert is a professor of English at
Cornell University.

mistakes; I think we’re in trou
ble because we can’t control the
violence which was originally
there to ensure that the strongest
males fathered the most chil
dren. But physical strength no
longer has that purpose. Most of
the violence in modern society is
connected with greed. And what
happens as a result of corporate
greed is of course terrible pover
ty, which people try to escape in
desperate ways. Actually, I think
our species has lost the game.
We’re at a dead end. We certain
ly are not attempting to be a
long-lived species in the world’s
history. It seems to me, we’re
attempting to make a big splash
and dash right out.
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A B ite of the Apple

D ancing w ith T axis

Gunilla Feigenbaum
1 don't have a car. Very few of my
friends have cars. After all, this is New
York City, and here we have a Catch-22
choice — a parking space OR a car. A
garage space costs as much as a one-bed
room apartment in Ithaca, a small house in
Prospect, Kentucky, or the monthly pay
ment on a leased
BMW. On the
other hand, where
| would I go in a car?
To a New Jersey
shopping mall? If I
could afford both a
1 car and a parking
space, I wouldn’t have to go mall shop
ping for my Donna Karan. I’d have a pri
vate messenger deliver the collection to
my home, where I would hang the clothes
in my walk-in closet, large enough to park
a car.
Where then, you ask yourself, cross
ing 5th Avenue and 57th Street, do all
these cars come from? Why, they come
from M aplewood, New Jersey. Every
one of them. Executives who live in
M aplewood drive into the city every
day. They don’t park, they hire someone
to circle the block for eight hours until
they are ready to return home for a quick
dip in the pool before dinner. We New
Yorkers sneer at such flabby comforts.
We know that life is best lived on the
edge. If we need to go further than our
sneakers can take us, we grab a cab.
Twenty years ago, the challenge of
cab riding was how to get one. Back
then, the TLC (Taxi and Lim ousine
Com m ission) issued its licenses with
Scrooge-like circumspection and there
were never enough cabs. Riders had to
be willing to engage in hand-to-hand
com bat. Once you’d beaten the old
ladies with hip replacements and torn a
few Brooks Brothers suits, you’d plunge
your bruised bones into the back seat,
press a Kleenex to your bleeding nose
and whisper: “Irving Place and step on
it.” The driver, born and bred in Brook
lyn's Flatbush section, would get you
there in a nanosecond, while treating

you to a monologue on local politics,
some advice on your love life, and the
name of the best chiropractor on the
West Side — all delivered at the break
neck speed of a permanent caffeine high.
Yes, times have changed. TLC is now
more promiscuous than a homeless
puppy. Anyone able to walk in on his own
two feet, has heard of Central Park, can
say “Okay” in English and show his
cousin’s driver’s license, will be issued a
permit to operate a New York City Yel
low Cab. Can you tell the difference
between the radio knob and the gear shift?
Almost right. Congratulations, you’re in,
here’s your welcome sample of air fresh
ener!
For a cab rider these days, the first chal
lenge is to avoid being mowed down at
curbside by the two or more cabbies
who’ll race to reach your outstretched
hand. You climb in and scrape the chew
ing gum off the upholstery, while the dri
ver tries to back the cab off the sidewalk
without doing further damage to the bus
stand. If you have anything that needs to
be put in the trunk, you’ll have to move
aside the baseball bat, tire iron and Uzi
yourself.
The next hurdle is to successfully com
municate your destination, but of course,
as a New Yorker, you speak Taxi-ese flu
ently (and loudly — remember, the deci
bel level of the radio is many times
greater than your speaking voice).
You: 45TH STREET AND 6TH
AVENUE PLEASE!
Cabby: Groshwa hujaiha presh?
You: TURN AT THE NEXT CORNER
(wave left hand), GO DOWN PARK AND
AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTION!
Cabby: Frinay Park gapeste pram?
You: IT’S AN AVENUE. DON'T
WORRY! I’LL TELL YOU WHEN WE
GET TO IT!
Cabby: Okay.
You can now relax and settle into an
interesting conversation.
You: IT’S VERY WARM TODAY!
Cabby: Mavanresh thwarp prumish.
You: REALLY? WHERE DO YOU
COME FROM ?
Cabby: Scham gorborzu.
You: HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN
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HERE?
Cabby: Swetsta kep.
You: ONE WEEK! HOW EXCITING!
HOW DO YOU LIKE IT?
Cabby: Bingim reshanta heragai! Fal
porthend automobileste jamanka scham
gorborzu!
You: THAT’S AMAZING! NOT ONE
CAR IN THE WHOLE VILLAGE? AND
NOW YOU’RE DRIVING ONE! ALL
YOUR RELATIVES MUST BE VERY
PROUD!
Cabby: Ushi?
You: I SAID ALL YOUR RELATIVES
MUST BE VERY PROUD OF YOU!
Cabby: Okay.
The speed of your journey is somewhat
hampered by the driver’s technique of
staying in one lane, even if something is
parked there. As he’ll point out to you
("Quashter babgummun karswatahara"),
eventually that truck will either move or
be towed. On the other hand, he won’t
slow you down by stopping at any red
lights. Any comment from you about the
pedestrian he left prone at the last corner
will be met by “Kaleshki terabia lambana
pust!" which means, loosely translated,
“May your mother serve you poisoned
yak meat.” Tip generously. Remember
what’s in the trunk.
Apparently, enough non-New Yorkers
have grumbled that TLC has issued the
Taxi Rider’s Bill of Rights. This is what it
says:
As a Taxi rider you have the right to:
Direct the destination and route used;
A courteous English-speaking driver who
knows the streets in Manhattan and the way
to major outer-borough destinations;
A driver who knows and obeys all traffic
laws;
Air conditioning on demand;
A radio-free (silent) trip;
Smoke and incense-free air;
A clean passenger seat area;
A clean trunk; and
Refuse a tip, if the above is not complied
with.
The TLC has handed out permits as
though they were advertisement flyers,
and now they want you to do the perfor
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mance check. What next? Will the New
York Health Department cease to monitor
sanitation in restaurants, informing you
instead that your rights as a diner include
getting the meal you ordered, free of
roaches, teeth and other foreign matter,
and if you get sick, you don’t have to tip
the waiter?
As for the cabbies, they appear to be
exercising their rights by not posting the
Taxi Riders’ Magna Carta. I have seen it
in one — yes, one — cab. It was driven
by a native New Yorker, Richard Krantzler, of 21st Street, Manhattan, who says
people are always stunned to get him,
often inquiring why on earth he’s a cab
driver. In response he hands them a sheet
of paper he has written. Here it is, with his
permission:
TOP TEN REASONS WHY I’M DRIVING A
TAXI
10. To learn the immigrant experience.
9. My therapist told me I have to meet more
people, but I'm afraid of commitment.
8. The squeal of the tires, the tinkle of glass,
the crunch of metal on metal.
7. I look good in yellow.
6. At least one driver should speak English,
know where he’s going, and bathe daily.
5. Twelve-hour shifts keep me out of bars.
4. I was born to play the horn in the song of
the city.
3. I love to travel, but I get homesick.
2. I have been told the back of my head is
my best feature.
I. I need the money.
Smart guy, Richard. Say hello from me
if you ever get him.
For trips to one of the three airports,
informed customers don’t take cabs any
more. Car and limousine services have
taken over most of the business, with
competitive prices and superior service.
You call a day in advance and order your
at-the-door pick-up. With few excep
tions, a full-size car, clean and comfort
able, cold or warm depending on the
need of the day, will show up at your
front door, and, at a fixed price, deliver
you by the best route in time for your
flight. The most reliable and cheapest
company I’ve found is All State, which
charges $28 to Kennedy ($5 - $10 cheap
er than a cab in normal traffic), $18 to La
Guardia (comparable to a cab, but infi
nitely more pleasant) and $29 to Newark
($20 or more cheaper than a cab), not
counting tip and any bridge tolls. You
can also rent the service on an hourly
basis, at $20 an hour, for trips inside
M anhattan. There is a two-hour mini
mum. The phone number is 741-6666,
out of state 1-800-453-4099.
Of course, hiring a car service won’t
provide you with a novel experience. The
driver will open the door for you, he’ll
help you with the luggage, he’ll be
dressed — in short, he’ll act like your
prom date, sans corsage. Of course, you
will bemoan the lost opportunity to hone
your navigational and linguistic skills.
Steady, friend, this is New York. Give it a
few years.
Gunilla Feigenbaum is a writer living
in New York City.
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Village or C am elot?

Isaac Bowers
“We need to re-design our neighborhoods
and cities; we need to redefine our relation
ship to our bio-region and to the rest of our
world.” So reads the statement of purpose
contained in issue 1 of the EcoVillage
Newsletter, a statement that listed as EcoVillage’s ultimate goal “the regeneration of
the planet.”
On 176 acres of land outside Ithaca, the
prospective residents of EcoVillage intend
to build five co-housing units around a cen
tral village green, preserve 80 percent of the
land as an agrarian resource for the commu
nity or as a natural preserve, and create
environmentally sensitive housing (includ
ing solar heating, superinsulation, and
“recycling and reusing ‘waste’ water, ener
gy, and agricultural products.”) Ideals
aside, it may be the political astuteness of
the founders of EcoVillage —especially
director Joan Bokaer and assistant director
Liz Walker — that makes the long-term
survival and propagation of EcoVillage
possible.
It would be wrong to attribute the rapid
and impressive success of EcoVillage thus
far to a series of serendipitous convergences
which allowed a group of naive, ecological
idealists to carry out a bold idea. Rather, it
was organization and connections which
propelled EcoVillage from immaterial
dream to imminent reality. Indeed, by the
time the third EcoVillage Newsletter had
been released, a Board of Directors and
fourteen separate committees had been cre
ated, including committees for Business
Planning, Legal/Organizational Structure,
Personnel and Finance, PR/Fundraising,
and Site Planning.
EcoVillage members have demonstrated
a sophisticated ability to raise funds: in six
weeks, through donations and loans, they
raised the $400,000 needed to purchase
their future site. They have also shown con
siderable dexterity negotiating potentially
major obstacles in local, state, and national
politics. Locally, they won a battle with a
real estate developer for the site now pur
chased on Route 79, and they have managed
to resolve numerous problems with the
town zoning board. Claudia Weisburd, who
designed and is building EcoVillage with
her husband Jerold, says that the co-op
administrative structure of EcoVillage was
a complicating factor. On the state level,
Assemblyman Marty Luster has pledged his
support for EcoVillage, while nationally,
the project has obtained tax-exempt status
from the IRS.
•••
One of the chief difficulties that faces
EcoVillage is melding the separatist nature
of the project with the participants’ ideals of
diversity and community. From the outset,
the planners were concerned that EcoVil
lage would not be sufficiently diverse. In

SAINT MALTHUS

The spot I spat from time and time
again, year upon numbered years,
midpoint across Fall Creek's
suspension bridge, was the same spot
my student berserk on acid leapt
from one gusty winter night
and since his parents, gone crazy mean
with grief, were rich, though not rich
enough to levelflat with nine trillion
cubic tons offill the billion years
that grooved the gorge, they used a law
to erect these bars you must peer through
now to see the wide world caged
beyond the valley view, nor can you lean
nowface toface with the abyss
as I once bent to watch several moons
of spittle vanish halfway down
into the backdrop moil offrothing spume.
Spanning all the years, I must have spat
one gallonfull of spit yet never
did I compute, calculate or by any other name
otherwise count anti-dada called data:

August 1991, what was then the Diversity /
Outreach / Affordable Housing Committee
addressed this problem in specific terms:
High density neighborhoods with people we

a lre a d y k n o w and c o n sid e r o n e o f “u s ”?
W h e re does diversity fit in with this scheme?
W h e n w e p re a rra n ge the n e ig h b o rh o o d s
according to "h o w I want to live,” we are only
projecting ourselves onto the neighborhood
as a whole. W e are creating a safe haven that
abides by o u r self-concepts, but no space is
left fo r diversity and coop e ration and rela
tio n sh ip s w ith p eo p le w h o have different
backgrounds and ideas.

By March 1993 this dilemma remained
unresolved. Volume 2 of the EcoVillage
Newsletter stated: “Although no conclusion
was reached, there was general agreement
that EcoVillage should strive for diversity
in age, race, economic background, etc....
More discussion and exploration is needed
on this topic.”
EcoVillage has been successful in attract
ing people of different ages — from young
families with infants to retired people —
but, as of now, all the members of the first
group are white except for two children.
And most, according to the Ithaca Journal,
are “highly educated.” This is hardly sur
prising, since the close affiliation of EcoV
illage with Cornell practically ensures that
the culture of EcoVillage has become an
intellectual one. The newsletter is filled
with information about lectures and semi
nars, and “technical” discussions of alterna
tive energy sources, nutrient cycles, permaculture, and dispute resolution.
Meanwhile, the discourse on increasing
ethnic and racial diversity remains at the
level of future intentions, such as: “this
committee’s focus is outreach to people of
color.” To their credit, EcoVillage mem
bers seem to understand that the best way
to attain diversity is to make housing
affordable. As of now, each house has a
final purchase price that ranges between
$79,500 and $130,000 and requires an ini
tial investment of $7,800. However,
according to Claudia Weisburd, the first
neighborhood will be by far the costliest.
In addition, she noted that unit costs in
EcoVillage have been held down by stan
dardizing a small number of housing
designs. However, the March 1993
newsletter described “a heated discussion”
among community members with regard
to the issue of having “quotas or housing
set aside for ethnic or low-income
groups.” “A reduced, or no down payment
option which might be possible through a
mortgage pool arrangement” was rejected,
at least for the moment, amid “concern... that
the financial viability of the first neigh
borhood could be threatened by mandating
either of these.” The difficulty of solving
these problems now does not bode well for
what will happen to efforts toward diversi
numbers shot down from pythagorean flight
and mounted in the name of science, nor
did l doubt that beyond my seeing my spit
hit that stream you surely could not step
into twice in its spring run-offjuggernaut
to reappear as a crescent seep of brown stain
across the inlet end of theflooded lake
whose blue placidity perplexed the viewer
suspended over afloodflying sofast
its hiss whispered even above a boom
ofniagaran waterfall, shrieks of ice
gnashing upon ice, rifle shot cracks
of tree trunks snapping like tinder
and always at bottom a plutonic drumming
of boulders not standing alone
in the torrent's midst but tumbling
with drowned mutters over some exact spot
where on some precise date Charles Lyell
paused to jut his beard aloft and count
the layered eons, his shale-gazing squint
sweeping down the glacialfairway
of slate-grim sky and surely glancing
through that cubic square of empty air
from which I would spit so many timeless

ty once present members actually move in.
Nevertheless, Claudia Weisburd contends
that EcoVillage will not become isolation
ist. “This is not an enclave community,” she
says, citing the existence of activities such
as the Youth Garden Project — which joins
children from GIAC with volunteers from
EcoVillage to plant gardens. She cites other
eco-villages, such as the Ponderosa Village,
whose members have become community
leaders. According to a 1992 article in Envi
ronmental Action: “Many residents
immerse themselves in environmental
activism that extends beyond the village's
1,100 acres.”
It is not clear, though, that such examples
are the norm. Many eco-communities are
too ephemeral to engage in political activi
ty: the Fellowship for Intentional Commu
nities, which attempts to keep a directory,
lists more than 750 communities under
“The Renamed, Regrouped, Dead, Disband
ed, Lost and No Replies” section. Those
which are more stable often more closely
resemble the following description of eco
village life in the Utne Reader:
In many ways, life in an eco-village w ouldn't be
much different from life in a typical suburb or
city n e igh b o rh o o d today. Y o u 'd have y o u r
o w n d w e llin g w ith y o u r o w n k itch e n and

backyard, plus you r ow n car and garden plot if
you wished. A n d m ost likely, you'd w o rk away
from the village at least part of the time.

Ensconced in a comfortable “car and gar
den plot” lifestyle, suburbanites are tradi
tionally moved to concerted action only by
issues which threaten their backyard (hence
the acronym NIMBY — Not In My Back
yard — so popular in the ‘80s), and a com
munity which offers these amenities will
ineluctably attract those concerned with
their acquisition and maintenance, and less
concerned with others who lack them.
•••
The Mission Statement of the EcoVillage
is framed in messianic terms:
The ultimate goals of the EcoVillage at Ithaca
is nothing less than to redesign the human
habitat. W e are creating a model community
of so m e five h u n d re d re sid e n ts that will
exemplify sustainable systems of living — sys
tems that are not only practical in themselves
but replicable by others, the completed p ro 
ject will demonstrate the feasibility of a design
that meets basic human needs such as shelter,
food production, energy, social interaction,
w o rk and recreation while preserving natural
ecosystems.

From the outset, the founders of EcoVil
lage were aware of the need to put a pro
fessional media “spin” on the project.
Among the initial committees formed
were the Graphic Arts Committee
(charged with establishing “a consistent
and professional look” for EcoVillage
times, butfrom where again and again
no one ever leapt but once.
On some exact date and time that spring
his bloating corpse glimmered wraithlike up
through black waters off the old salt mine
halfway down the swollen lake, balloon limbs
star-spread as a human mandala, a totem
found crypted in someforgotten cavern,
orfeatureless artifice of eternity
rocketed aloft into endless space to show
the universe ourselves as everyone
in a cryptogram of no one, hairless
and sexless as a great black and blue baby
swaddled in gritty soapfoam, cradled
in a gently rocking carpet of driftwood
and plastic jetsam, gazingface toface
with the wall-eyed, blue-lipped everyman
in the nacreous moon we keep thinking
winks at us alone as it appears to ghost out
of black clouds to stand stolidly alone
in the midst of blackness up where
the way up and the way down indeed
are one, where a speck of spittle
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through designer letterhead, brochures
and other promotional pieces, as well as
“an interesting and exciting brochure for
a variety of recipients including an upbeat
narrative about the project and a collage
of artistic and architectural renderings”;
and the Education and Outreach Commit
tee, whose initial project was to plan a
sem inar/Iecture series and conference
designed to “educate the public on the
necessity and viability of ecological and
cooperative living and to generate interest
in the EcoVillage project.” Perhaps most
helpful however, has been EcoVillage’s
close affiliation with Cornell University
through CRESP (the Center for Religion,
Ethics, and Social Policy). This associa
tion provides EcoVillage with invaluable
advice, free publicity, and the intellectual
imprimatur that comes with being associ
ated with a world-famous university.
But doubts about the efficacy of models
such as EcoVillage for transforming Amer
ican life abound. Although EcoVillage at
Ithaca had the necessary political, profes
sional, and economic clout to pound its way
through the town approval process, many
other would-be eco-villages have found
this an almost insurmountable obstacle: in
Eugene, Oregon, Cerro Gordo has been
“crawling through the bureaucratic
labyrinth of state and local planning com
missions, the actual building of the village
has languished for sixteen years” (Environ
mental Action, Fall 1992). And as Claudia
Weisburd points out, every proposed eco
village — however inspired by the Ithaca
example — will have to go through this
process within its own municipalities.
According to Environmental Action, Rich
Clugston of the Center for Respect of Life
and the Environment “questions the wis
dom of building eco-villages when whole
cities desperately need to become more
sustainable. ‘My feeling is that eco-villages
are not the critical thing to transform soci
ety to sustainability, although they may be
important laboratories for the finer points
to get worked out.” And Lois Arkin, who is
trying to build an eco-village within the
city of Los Angeles, says that “three-quar
ters of the U.S. population lives in cities
and suburbs. The healing that has to go on
in the planet also has to go on in the cities”
(Environmental Action, Fall 1992).
Among the questions that the EcoVillage
faces is: with its construction assured, will
it become, as it dreams, a model for the
world to emulate, a modern day “eco-city
on a hill?” Or will it become a small ‘burb
within the Town of Ithaca — a small-scale
Long Island — full of commuters who
return to the intimacy and comfort of “their
own” small community, leaving behind the
turmoil of the larger world?
Isaac Bowers is an Ithaca-hased free
lance writer and an intern at The Bookpress.
and the meat of a man, together or apart,
neitherfall nor rise, but float
in timeless, weightless suspension now
andforever out of sight, outside our bubble
of gravity, beyond arithmatical counting
up or down of all begotten and to be got,
out into limitless geometry.
The putrid flotsam only known to be him
by coded metal in its teeth would have sunk
again had it not been gaffedfrom muddy
shallows
at some certain point of shore invisible
from my spitting spot suspended in mid
gorge
and though I was not there to see my towns
men
bending to that work, in the hearing
I could see their yellow slickers glimmering
through rising lake mist, even as I hear
below the uproar of the living
hissing whispers of the outnumbered dead.
— William Hathaway
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Mitchell J. Feigenbaum
In advance o f her first airplane trip
from Ithaca to Los Angeles, nine-yearold Emily Goldman received the follow
ing letter from her friend, physicist
Mitchell Feigenbaum.
Dear Emily,
I fly pretty often, and when 1 do, I
mostly look out the window. So, I've
looked out of lots of windows by now!
What’s so interesting? Let’s see.
Airplanes are fast, but distanees are
long. On your (light to L.A., the shortest
flight path is 2440 miles, and since its
direction is against the “jet stream s”
(fast, high winds that blow from the
west), it won’t fly faster than 500 mph,
which means 2440/50 = 4.88 hrs = 4 hrs
52 mins: Almost five hours! So, you
need to figure out what to do for so many
hours in the same seat.
On the other hand, how often do you
get to see what the world looks like from
heights higher than any bird flies? It
looks very different from what you’re
accustomed to, especially if you look
carefully. You’ve seen clouds from way
below them, but what about in their own
home, and even higher? For example,
most clouds have Hat bottoms: I’m sure
you’ll see this for yourself. So, how does
this account for the way they look nor
mally?
And you can see much further than on
the ground, where you can see things on
the ground up to about 2 2/3 miles away
if it’s clear: (It will be as you fly in the
Southwest, much clearer than it ever is
on the East Coast, because there’s much
less water vapor in the air, and much less
pollution.) If you were just entering Col
orado from Kansas, you might just be
able to see the tops of the 13,000 ft.
peaks of the Rocky Mountains about 150
miles away. In the airplane at 30,000 ft.,
you can see things on the ground up to
230 miles away (Yes: You could already
see New York City from Ithaca at that
height!), and the peaks of the Rockies
just short of 400 miles away. Find out
when you can first sight them: It’s a little
difficult, since they look more like
clouds than mountains when you first
begin to be able to sec them.
Let me now point out state by state
what you might be able to see.
1. The plane will probably be a little
late in taking off, recently almost a cer
tainty. If it’s on lime, you’ve started air
travel lucky. You’ll sec all of New York
City, the ocean, Statue of Liberty, and
what not if it’s clear. Very soon you
might notice that it’s more difficult to see
straight out, because it’s getting brown
ish tan. This is smog. Every U.S. city has
a tan umbrella — even Syracuse — and
along the East Coast it’s almost continu
ous. As the plane gains altitude, you can
see the dark tan as a straight sheet. Then
in a moment, you’re above it, and it
quickly looks like clouds. Once the plane
is up to a decent altitude, the “fasten seat
belt” sign will go out. You’re ready to
cross out of New Jersey going due west
into:
2. Pennsylvania. Notice what time it
is: I'll tell you (in bold italics) when
you can expect to get to each point
along the trip. It takes about 35 minutes
to cross all of this stale. To me, the
most interesting features are the long
(100 m iles or so), narrow (say, five
miles wide) washboard hills lined up
tow ards the northeast and slashed
across by winding rivers. You might
notice some ski slopes. A lter half an
hour, Pittsburgh will be 20 miles south
(out the windows on the left side of the
plane as you face forward).
It's about 45 m inutes from the time
you first looked at your watch, and
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you’re now in Ohio. It takes about half
an hour to cross it. At 1 hour you’re 40
miles north of Columbus, and 40 miles
south of your closest approach to Lake
Erie. Ohio is a bit boring, as are the next
two states to follow. It’s a good time to
look at clouds, if there are any — but
really look at them.
4. 1 hour, 10 m inutes. You’re now
over Indiana, perhaps the best of which
is that it takes only 20 minutes to cross.
However, there’s the first sign of some
thing interesting on the ground; traces of
ancient residues of mountains that sort of
look like big trees squashed along the
ground. This is the start of flat land and
large farms. Perhaps you’ve already
noticed great big circles on the ground.
Too many to have been made by aliens
— unless you take an uncharitable stance

Earth, you would have had to be some
40 m iles closer to catch your first
glim pse of the Rockies. If you’ve
watched a setting sun, all red and shim
m ering, and squashed down into an
ellipse, guess what? It was already fully
below the horizon just when its bottom
first appeared to have touched the hori
zon! What happens is that the atm os
phere works as a weak lens, slightly
bending light around the Earth, so that
you’re not looking with straight rays of
light, but sort of hooked ones. Like see
ing around corners.
Kansas is mostly wheat farm s. But
notice how it’s geometrically laid out as
rectangles, broken now and then by a
stream with trees lining it, and then by
some of those funny, (annoyingly to the
farm ers) rocky, dead old remains of

Emily Goldman

towards vegetable farmers! What makes
them is a vertical water pipe at the center,
with a long pivoted horizontal pipe on a
wheel at its far end, filled with sprinkler
holes. So much for aliens.
5. 1 hour, 30 minutes. Illinois. Pretty
much indistinguishable from Indiana,
and 25 minutes to cross it. Which will
then truly be worth it, as you’ll see. As a
reference, you should be just above
Bloomington 10 minutes after entering
this state. Big deal. Because...
6. Have you ever imagined a river
could be like this'! Of course, it’s The
M ississippi River! (You’ve now been
flying for 1 hour, 50 m inutes. Since
there’s no question where you are, you
might want to re-synchronize my times
with what your plane and watch tell you.)
Twenty-five miles down the river (south)
is Hannibal, where Mark Twain lived as
a boy. Incidentally, you’re now in Mis
souri — the locals call it something like
“M uh-zur-a.” Look at all the large
sweeping bends in the river, and perhaps
some detached “oxbows” — pieces of
curves that were once part of the river,
but now are detached, after the river
found it expedient to jump its banks and
plow straight ahead, rather than going
around a bend. In 25 minutes, you will
have crossed this short northern neck of
the state. But perhaps you’ve been notic
ing another big river.
7. Just as you thought you were leav
ing Muhzura, there it is: The M issouri
R iver, and no slouch either! Y ou’re
already in Kansas and it’s 2 hours, 15
m inutes from New Jersey. Kansas is
big: it will take 50 minutes to cross it.
But in 20 minutes, if you strain your
eyes you may be able to see something
on the horizon that looks like, but
maybe doesn’t quite look like, a field of
clouds gathered at the horizon: it’s just
become theoretically possible to see the
topmost peaks of the Rockies. If not for
the fact that light bends around the

mountains, parading themselves as dark
trees squashed into the ground.
But the most spectacular part of the
trip is about to begin, and unquestion
ably, what you see now are not clouds,
they are mountains!
3 hours, 5 minutes: Colorado at last!
Together with Utah, perhaps the most
spectacular states in the country. Too bad
it’s just 50 minutes until it’s over. These
are extraordinary high and swiftly rising
m ountains — which means they’re
young, much younger than the East
Coast mountains. Many of them you’re
passing over are 13 -14,000 feet high,
and so you’re seeing snow in the sum
mer. 3 hours, 20 m inutes: Y ou’re
approaching the Rockies, some 15 miles
south of Pueblo, Colorado. 3 hours, 35
minutes: There’s a pretty valley with the
Rio Grande River at its center, 20 miles
north of Alamosa, a dusty town which
proudly announces that it’s Jack
Dempsey’s (a famous boxer, ask your
father) birthplace. 3 hours, 45 minutes:
This is Durango and Silverton, one of the
most beautiful locations within the Rock
ies. The mountains are steep and high,
and the approach by car is breathtaking.
Once, many years ago, at a pass not far
from here, a solitary white horse proudly
and defiantly stood his ground, arresting
my passage until he deigned to allow me
to proceed. Still, even if you’re in a plane
and not on the ground, I think you might
get a sense for the area, and carefully
check it out for a visit one day. Wonder
ful high mountains and roaring streams
and berries are everywhere. Within a few
minutes, you’ll be passing over Mesa
Verde, a great pocket dug out of a cliff,
and the long-abandoned home of an
ancient Indian culture.
9. Into the Southw est. 3 hours, 50
m inutes: But where? Y ou’re alm ost
exactly at Four Corners, the geometric
point common to Colorado, New Mexi
co, Arizona and Utah. Whether you cut
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the corner of New Mexico or Utah, I’m
not sure: There’s too much variability in
a given flight plan for me to know this in
advance. Whichever, it won’t be more
than a minute before you cross into Ari
zona. But now the mountains have given
over to high (6000 ft.) desert. Twenty
miles out the left window, you should be
able to see Shiprock, a solitary, deeply
weathered mountain, and a symbol of the
State of New Mexico. There are many
solitary buttes in the locale, but I’m not
sure you’ll be able to see them. This is all
weathered terrain, stretching out over
vast distances. But look hard! There’s
something wonderful in store!
4 hours, 10 m inutes: The G rand
C anyon! Y ou’ve already been seeing
arrays of canyons in all their reds and
blue-ing into the unseeable distance. But,
you won’t have a m oment’s doubt that
now this is it, even if you’ve been worry
ing to yourself that maybe you missed it.
This flight usually affords a great view of
the full extent of the Grand Canyon. It’s
monumentally wide, with a real river in
it: The great Colorado, which you’ll be
crossing and re-crossing for the next 20
minutes.
10. Yup, it’s the Colorado River again,
even though it’s now running north to
south. And now it’s the border of Neva
da and it’s 4 hours, 30 m inutes. The
mighty Colorado has just been allowed
to em erge from the immense Hoover
Dam, 50 miles to the north at Las Vegas.
(So far as I’m concerned, the only reason
to visit Las Vegas!) Don’t get carried
away with Nevada: you’ll be over it for
only a few m inutes — even less than
New Jersey! The ground looks not dis
similar from my guess as to what the sur
face of the moon really looks like; not
uninteresting.
11. 4 hours, 32 m inutes: See, real
desert below: It’s the Mojave and your
first taste of California. Too bad, in just
20 minutes the plane will land. 4 hours,
45 minutes: End of mountains, into the
long San Bernardino Valley, the
“advent” of civilization and the precursor
of L.A. itself. Remember the brownishtan umbrella’?'Pay attention! You should
be able to see a beautiful ring of moun
tains around L.A. I’m afraid the denizens
of the city are lucky if they see them
more than twice a year. The mountains
gradually descend to join the magnificent
crescent flashing into view, the edge of
the Pacific Ocean.
The usual approach to L.A. is over the
Pacific: The pilot pretends that he has no
intention of stopping at L.A., and barrels
ahead unnoticing. But then a great
swooping turn. Look along the coast: See
all the oil platforms. What they mean is
that there are wads of very sticky tar just
below the sand. When you go to the
beach you’ll discover the uncanny sixth
sense of your bare feet in contacting
these jewels.
12.4 hours, 52 minutes. You’re on the
ground again. “Let...Airlines be the first
to welcome you to Los Angeles, where
the local time is (1 hour, 55 minutes +
when you looked at your watch — or
probably a bit later for gate holds, etc.).
We know you have a choice of airlines
and we appreciated that you chose us.
We hope you’ll select...Airlines on the
next occasion your travel plans include a
route we service....”
1 hope this will give you some extra
enjoyment on what should be an exciting
adventure. The only thing I forgot is
som ething im portant that I taught my
wife Gunilla many years ago. Planes,
like people, need help sometimes. So just
as you think it’s ready to leave the
ground, lean forward from your waist,
tuck your hands tightly under your
armpits, and flap as hard as you can!
Love,
Mitchell

